SkyGarden
Green Roof System

manufactured by skydeck usa LLC

pre-grown

Our enhanced features and installation systems
provide a unique advantage.

flex-built

Build it on the roof.

Pre-Grown Flex-Built

• Patented modular tray design combines
drainage, water retention and irrigation
• components which create efficiency and
simplifies installation. Allows endless design
flexibility by creating extensive, semito introduce something new;
make changes in anything established

intensive, or intensive green roofs.
•

Green roof media can be blown onto the roof
or craned up in bags and spread to any depth.

•

Pre-grown vegetation is installed on top of the
growing medium to meet the required
specifications, providing an instant greening
effect with reduced maintenance.

having or capable of many uses
SkyGarden Green Roof is a patented, award-winning green roof system that represents
2

the next generation of modular green roofing products available in the marketplace.
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SkyGarden was designed with the architectural specifier in mind by providing an innovative
system that simplifies green roof design and is versatile enough for use on any green roof
project. In addition to its unmatched versatility, SkyGarden is the only green roof system to
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SkyGarden Aqua-Mats maximize water retention and

include patented Integrated Subsurface Irrigation technology which ensures the long-term

control critical soil moisture and temperature levels.

health and sustainability of the green roof eliminating unsightly pipes and hoses running

Water

is spread evenly across the green roof system and delivered

across your roof. We hope you enjoy the versatility of designing with SkyGarden and look
forward to seeing the beautiful gardens we can create together!

Aqua-Mat

directly to plant roots to produce healthy, uniform plant
1

growth.
Tray Module

-The Skydeck USA Team

SkyGarden

tray

modules

combine

drainage,

water

retention and irrigation components which creates efficiency
and simplifies installation.

flex-built

with

a

SkyGarden tray modules are

Integrated Subsurface Irrigation

designed

false bottom

to

promote

positive

technology is optional and can be easily

drainage and air movement underneath the plant roots.

added to the SkyGarden System.

Air to the root zone means healthy, growing roots
working hard to supply the rest of the plant with water
and nutrients while keeping diseases in check.
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Green roof environments often experience high winds and direct sunlight which leads to
inefficient use of water with overhead spray systems due to wind loss and evaporation.
Overhead irrigation systems can be wasteful of water, aesthetically unpleasing with large pipes
and sprayers, and encourage surface rooting which is vulnerable to extreme temperature
and moisture stress. Also, weed seeds are less likely to germinate if the substrate surface is
The patented SkyGarden system includes an integrated subsurface, drip irrigation system
that is simple to install. While irrigation is not required in the SkyGarden system, we recommend
it, not only because it is a great insurance policy during drought, but it promotes healthy,
robust, thriving plants that will maximize your green roof. This will increase benefits such as
evaporative cooling, air pollution filtration, stormwater management, carbon sequestration, and

kept dry, meaning subsurface irrigation can lead to less maintenance requirements by watering
underneath the surface. SkyGarden subsurface irrigation is invisible, easy to install and has no
moving parts to adjust or repair. Simply place the SkyGarden tray modules on the roof and
insert drip irrigation lines through the integrated irrigation channels and you’re done. The drip
lines can be connected to an irrigation source at any time you’re ready.

aesthetics. SkyGarden subsurface irrigation is more effective at delivering water directly and
evenly to the root system with little or no evaporative loss. It also eliminates unsightly hoses and
pipes from running across your green roof.

Patented Sub-Surface Irrigation Technology

Connectors

The SkyGarden Green Roof tray module is the only modular system that can offer an

Driplines (0.5”)

Driplines can continue through

integrated, capillary subsurface irrigation system. SkyGarden's tray module includes
an integrated irrigation channel that allows drip lines to be inserted through the

as many irrigation channels as

Header Line

specified in the design

module during installation. These drip lines supply water to the Aqua-mats which line
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the bottom of every tray module. The Aqua-Mats spread water evenly across the

Drip lines are inserted through the SkyGarden tray modules and connected to an

entire roof to promote uniform plant growth and control soil temperature and moisture

irrigation header line using simple T-connectors. Each drip line contains emitters

levels. Plant roots grow down through the soil profile and touch the Aqua-Mats so

on 12” spacing so that each tray receives sufficient watering. The header line is

that water is delivered directly to the root zone for maximum water efficiency. This
innovative technology simplifies irrigation on a green roof and ensures long lasting

then connected to the main line and the rooftop water source and all associated
valves and controllers are added to create a fully automated irrigation system.

beauty.

The Aqua-Mats distribute water evenly underneath the soil across the entire roof
surface to ensure uniform plant growth. Plant roots grow down through the soil
profile and touch the Aqua-Mat so that water is delivered directly to the root zone
for maximum water efficiency.
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pre-grown

flex-built

SkyGarden Pre-Grown Flex Built consolidates drainage, water retention and
10

irrigation components into an interconnecting tray module, making installation simple and
efficient. SkyGarden Pre-Grown Flex Built provides an instant green roof and offers
endless design flexibility by allowing varying soil depths and greater plant selection.
Green roof media is brought to the rooftop after the SkyGarden tray module is in place and
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SkyGarden Pre-Grown Flex Built simplifies traditional plant-in-place green roof systems by combining all
the necessary components into a single, modular system. The roof deck remains easily accessible for
maintenance, no need to cut and remove sections of green roof layers, simply lift the modules and access
the desired area.

plants can be installed using pre-grown Sedum sod or fully grown perennials. SkyGarden
Pre-Grown Flex Built is an effective solution for any green roofing project and provides more
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Aqua-Mat

benefits than our Set-in-Place system at an economical price.
1

Tray Module
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flex-built

bio-diverse
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Green roofs can be designed to create wildlife habitats in urban areas
where vegetation and natural habitat have been destroyed due to building
development. Extensive green roofs that lack species diversity and landscape
structure have a reduced capacity to support bird or insect communities.
SkyGarden Flex-Built Bio-diverse creates a complex landscape structure that
attracts more bird and insect species, effectively increasing the biodiversity on
your green roof.

Varying soil depths along with combinations of perennials,

grasses, Sedum mats, plugs, and cuttings are used to create a true landscape
design on your roof. Habitat structures, such as logs and gravel swaths can be
incorporated for use by a variety of birds and insects. SkyGarden Flex-Built
Bio-diverse is a unique concept that provides more habitat and biodiversity
than most green roofs, which only incorporate Sedum and minimal landscape
structure.

Residential home located in Grand Rapids, MI has become the
first residential green roof certified as a national wildlife habitat
by the National Wildlife Federation (NWF). More than 30 different
varieties of native plants, varying soil depths and types of soil, wildlife
habitat structures, native wildflower habitat, and a small pond were
installed on the green roof to promote wildlife habitat.

The rooftop

provides the four basic elements needed for certification by the NWF:
food, water, cover, and places to raise young.

Roof waterproofing design assistance
We start by helping you design the entire roofing assembly to make sure your waterproofing
system functions properly.

Green roof technical collaboration and/or design

experience the Skydeck difference
Skydeck USA offers turn-key solutions for architects, landscape architects, contractors,
and building owners. Our team has more than 38 years of experience in technical roofing
design and consultation, and can provide complete design assistance from concept to
completion.

We will assist with the incorporation of our SkyGarden Green Roof system to your roofing assembly. This
ensures proper integration between your membrane manufacturer and the green roof system.

True landscape architecture brought to your roof
Finally, we will provide the landscape architectural design of the green roof to create a beautiful
landscape that will provide long lasting beauty throughout the life of the building.

move beyond traditional green roofing to a true biodiverse
rooftop landscape with Skydeck USA!

ceagan@skydeckusa.com
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(616) 308.6309

I

www.skydeckusa.com

